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Abstract The long-term goal of this investigation is to

study the effects of increased cholesterol levels on the

molecular activity of membrane-bound enzymes such as

nitric oxide synthase, that are critical in the functioning of

the cardiovascular system. In this particular investigation,

we used differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and

dielectric thermal analysis (DETA) to study the effect of

added cholesterol on melting/recrystallization and dielec-

tric behavior, respectively, of phosphatidylcholine (PC)

bilayered thin films. We also used electrochemical methods

to investigate the effect of added cholesterol on the redox

behavior of the oxygenase domain of nitric oxide synthase

as a probe embedded in the PC films. The results show that

added cholesterol in the PC films seems to depress the

molecular dynamics as indicated by lowered current

responses in the presence of cholesterol as well as a slight

increase of the transition temperature in the overall two-

phase regime behavior observed in PC–cholesterol films.

These results are rationalized in the context of the general

DSC and DETA behaviors of the PC–chol films.
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Introduction

Although high cholesterol levels as a risk factor for car-

diovascular disease is well established [1, 2], the direct

underlying mechanism of this implication is not well

understood. Clinical findings show that high cholesterol

levels are unequivocally linked to dysfunction of vascular

dilation, which results in impaired regulation of systemic

blood pressure and vascular tone. Despite numerous clini-

cal observations of this sort, the causal relationship, in the

form of a molecular link between hypercholesterolemia

and systemic blood pressure is lacking. Increased levels of

cholesterol are known to contribute to increased rigidity of

cell biomembranes [2–9]. Whether the increased rigidity

would affect the dynamics and the molecular function of

membrane-bound enzymes such as endothelial nitric oxide

synthase is not known.

In these preliminary studies, we electrochemically

characterized the fluidity of phospholipid films as a func-

tion of cholesterol content, and measured resulting effects

on the transport of NOS oxygenase as a redox active probe.

In this regard, we monitored the effect of added cholesterol

on the kinetics and thermodynamics of electron transfer to

NOS oxygenase in our membrane-like films. We also used

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dielectric

thermal analysis (DETA) to study the thermal and dielec-

tric behaviors of our phosphatidylcholine (PC) bilayered

films and how these are affected by added cholesterol.

Experimental, materials and methods

Mixtures of PC aqueous solutions with the required level of

cholesterol content are cast onto graphite electrodes and

allowed to form bilayered films prior to electrochemical
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analysis. For electrodes with embedded NOS oxygenase as

a redox probe, 10 lL suspensions of PC with or without the

required levels of cholesterol (0 or 40 mol%) are mixed

with 10 mL of NOS oxygenase (inducible NOS oxygenase,

*65 lM) and then cast on the electrode surface. The

mixture is allowed to equilibrate under a closed vessel

overnight and then allowed to dry the following day before

analysis. Cyclic voltammetry is used to measure changes in

the transport properties of NOS oxygenase in the thin film.

Square wave voltammetry is used to measure reduction

current of NOS oxygenase embedded in PC films with or

without cholesterol as a function of temperature. The

cholesterol–phosphatidylcholine preparations are lyophi-

lized and re-suspended in Tris buffer and kept overnight at

about 2 �C before use.

A TA Instruments (TAI) 2970 DEA was used to deter-

mine the electrical conductivity profile of pure PC and

40/60 mol% cholesterol/PC and dried overnight in a

microscopic slide. A sample of typically 10 lL was placed

on a microscopic slide and then on a surface of ceramic

plate with interdigitated gold electrodes in an isolated

atmosphere under dry nitrogen. The temperature was

scanned at a rate of 10 �C min-1 from below room tem-

perature (-40 �C) to about 60 �C. The 10 �C min-1 rate is

not too fast to observe typical transitions of PC films since

at higher rates (20–40 �C), previous studies have shown

that complete gel-to-liquid transition of PC-based mem-

branes require no more than 1 s [10]. Conductivity mea-

surements were recorded at controlled interval frequencies

ranging from 0.10 to 10,000 Hz for all temperatures.

A TAI 2920 DSC was used to measure the heat flow

transmitted (as W g-1) from our PC films with various

levels of cholesterol at constant pressure in consecutive

heating–cooling cycles. Mixtures of PC and cholesterol

were prepared and stored as described above.

Between 7 and 14 mg samples in aluminum pans

holders were subjected to a cooling–heating cycles

between -50 and 150 �C at a rate of 10 �C min-1 in an

isolated nitrogen atmosphere.

Results and discussion

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis of films

of pure PC shows peaks of thermal transitions around 0 �C

and then at ca. 30 �C during the first heating cycle (first

ramp in Fig. 1). The endothermic process at exhibits a

corresponding heat of fusion of about 1 J g-1 and is pos-

sibly due free water present within the bilayers of the PC

film. It is worth mentioning that strongly bound water—.e.

nonfreezing—is known to exhibit very different melting

enthalpy and temperature, and the related DSC transition is

not typically seen around 0 �C [11–13]. The second major

transition occurring around *30 �C shows a correspond-

ing heat of 11 J g-1, and represents a bulk phase transition

typical of the gel-to-liquid crystalline-like behavior, also

known as the Lb-to-La phase transition [14, 15]. The

exothermic peaks (at *40 and 24 �C) recorded during the

subsequent cooling cycle probably indicate the existence

of metastable microstructures as the film phase reorga-

nizes during cooling. While this overall behavior does not

change in the presence of added cholesterol, a major

change in the shape of the transitions is noted in the

presence of 40% (mol%) cholesterol in PC films; the

endothermic gel-to-liquid crystal phase transition becomes

very sharp and is slightly shifted toward lower tempera-

tures compared to PC-only films, Fig. 2. The sharp tran-

sition in the presence of 40 mol% cholesterol in the PC

membrane is indicative of increased order induced by the

presence of cholesterol. In fact, it is known that cholesterol
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Fig. 1 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on phosphatidyl-

choline-only films. Arrows in the first heating cycle point to major

transitions observed
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Fig. 2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on PC–cholesterol

films (40-chol/60-PC mol%). Arrow in the first heating cycle point to

a sharp phase transition occurring around *28 �C as a result of the

presence of cholesterol in the film
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helps shift the main phase of PCs into a liquid-ordered (Lo)

state in which the orientational order of the bilayer is

increased and the rate of motion of hydrocarbon chains is

decreased. This general DSC behavior of the PC film

allowed us to define the temperature window in which the

DETA experiments are carried out.

In DETA experiments, we represent the results in terms

of overall observed ‘‘conductivity’’ within the film as a

function of temperature. In this context, we are using

qualitatively the property of bulk ‘‘conductivity’’ to follow

the major phase changes that affect viscosity of the med-

ium and thus the ease movement or transport within the

film. Figure 3 shows the DETA results of PC-only. This

figure shows that the overall observed conductivity within

PC exhibits two peaks, the first just below 0 �C (probably

the melting of frozen unbound or free water), and the

second around 25 �C. This supports the DSC results in

terms of the temperature where the major phase transition

occurs, i.e. around 25 �C, Fig. 3. DETA of 40/60 (mol%)

cholesterol–PC films shows that the addition of cholesterol

causes the major DETA peak to shift in a reproducible

manner to 31 �C, Fig. 4. This reproducible shift in

dielectric properties as a result of addition of cholesterol to

PC films is in line with the DSC findings in terms of the

changes in the gel-to-liquid crystalline-like phase transi-

tion. The dielectric changes observed in PC films in the

presence of 40 mol% cholesterol represent variations in

dipole orientation not mainly due to ionic transport. This

interpretation is based on the quantitative observation in

cyclic voltammetry (vide infra), which indicates that the

measured current is at a minimum or viscosity at a maxi-

mum at the temperature cited. In fact, the DETA observed

‘‘conductivity’’ is at maximum, which is counter to the

minimum electrochemical current observed in cyclic vol-

tammetry. On the other hand, the ‘‘ionic conductivity’’ in

DETA corresponds to both the energy to align dipoles as

well as to move ions; the observed transition is therefore

due primarily to dipole variations not ionic mobility.

The electrochemical current response of inducible nitric

oxide synthase oxygenase as a redox protein in PC films at

different cholesterol levels was used to monitor the changes

in film rigidity as a function of temperature. We compared

the behavior of 60/40 PC/cholesterol films to PC-only films

as controls. In these electrochemical measurements, we used

square wave voltammetry and focused on the FeIII/FeII

redox couple of the embedded protein as a current reporter

[16, 17]. In general, we note that the presence of cholesterol

in the film is accompanied by a significant decrease in the

overall redox current measured. The current–temperature

curves show two distinct regimes separated by a region with

minimum current in the temperature range of 20–30 �C,

Fig. 5. This temperature transition represents a major phase

transition in the bilayered film. The regime transition

detected by our electrochemical method is consistent with

the findings of DSC and DETA of this study, and is in line

with the known phase transition of PC lipids in terms of the

temperatures at which a major transition between the gel-like

phase to the liquid-crystalline lamellar phase occurs [18].

The first regime where the redox current decreases as a

function of temperature is rationalized in terms of the

gradual temperature-driven disruption of organized struc-

tures within the film that support electron transfer. After

the minimum, the second regime where the redox current

increases as a function of temperature is the result of both

increased electron transfer kinetics and structural changes

within the film due to increased fluidity in the initially

liquid-crystalline film medium. While the two-regime

behavior with the current minimum is seen for both PC-

only and PC/Cholesterol films, the overall current response

of embedded NOS oxygenase in the 60/40 mol% PC/
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Fig. 3 Dielectric thermal analysis (DETA) of pure PC films
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Fig. 4 Dielectric thermal analysis (DETA) of 40/60 mol% choles-

terol–PC film
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cholesterol film, as we noted earlier, is ca. 20% lower than in

PC-only films. In addition, the observed current minimum in

the cholesterol-containing film is slightly shifted towards

higher temperatures in the presence of added cholesterol as

determined with nonlinear—second order—fitting of the

two-regime current response. Another aspect that is worth

monitoring in terms of the second-order modeling procedure

of the current behavior is the relative broadness of the par-

abolic curves; while this is still preliminary, we do observe a

general trend that added cholesterol results in the broadening

of the parabolic current–temperature curve representing the

two-phase regime change. The overall decreased redox

current, the slight shift of the minimum current towards

higher temperatures, as well as the current–temperature

curve broadening observed with added cholesterol, are all

consistent with findings of thermal methods and further

support the hypothesis that added cholesterol contribute to

the structural rigidity of the film and depresses the molecular

dynamics in this microenvironment.

In conclusion, three independent analytical techniques,

namely DSC, DETA, and voltammetry, used to study the

effect of added cholesterol to PC films yield consistent

results in terms of detection of distinct regime behaviors

and ranges of observed temperature transitions. Particu-

larly, PC films exhibit an overall two-regime behavior with

a characteristic temperature transition in the 20–25 �C

range. Added cholesterol in the PC films seem to depress

the molecular dynamics as indicated by lowered current

responses in the presence of cholesterol as well as a slight

increase of the transition temperature within the film.

Future investigation of the PC/cholesterol system will

further explore structural details about the effect of cho-

lesterol in PC films on the molecular dynamics of

embedded the oxygenase domain of nitric oxide synthase.

We will also further explore the effect on the kinetics of

electron transfer to this protein serving as a redox probe in

the bilayered PC/cholesterol microenvironment.
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